
The bulk of the taxonomic information is closed in paper-based legacy literature, especially in fundamental regional treatises such as Flora, Fauna and Mycota series. 
The current pilot demonstrates a workflow that enhances the marked up content of Flora Malesiana and re-publishes it into an open access, semantically enriched HTML 
edition available on the newly launched, Advanced Books publishing platform (http://advancedbooks.org) (Fig. 1). 

The present pilot demonstrates how scientifically important historical monographs, enriched with additional information from up-to-date external sources related to taxon names, 
species treatments, morphological characters, etc., become freely usable for anyone at any place in the world, in addition to other benefits of the digitization and markup effort 
such as data extraction and collation, distribution and re-use of atomized content, and archiving of different data elements in relevant repositories (Fig. 2).
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Step 1. Conversion of the printed 
volumes into digital text format, through 
scanning and OCR (Naturalis).

Step 2. Markup of generic document 
features and domain-specific information 
following the FlorML (Naturalis); export of 
extracted data into EDIT CDM, (BGBM).

Step 3. Conversion of the FlorML XML 
files into TaxPub-based XML (Plazi, 
Pensoft); export treatments to the Plazi 
Treatment Repository.

Step 4. Markup, convert and publish the 
XML into semantically enriched open 
access HTML edition (Pensoft).

Step 5. Browse, search, export and re-use 
of the atomized content (taxon treatments, 
images, morphological characters, etc.).
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Fig. 2. Multiplying the impact of the markup effort: 
(1) content digitized, data extracted and collated with 
other data; (2) content linked to external sources and 
re-published in semantically enriched open access; 
(3) Re-use and re-cycle of biodiversity data from both 
legacy and  recently published literatureFig. 1.Re-published edition of volume 14 of  Flora Malesiana on advancedbooks.org 
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